PILSNER - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER*

Barley's Pilsner looks and drinks like a pilsner; we brew it using ale yeast with a healthy
dose of Czech Saaz hops. ABV 4.8%

SCOTTISH ALE - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER*

Slightly malty and amber in color; tricky to brew, easy to drink. If you're not sure what
you want, you probably want this beer. ABV 6.6%

PALE ALE - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER*

Pale Ale was the ﬁrst beer we brewed and continues to be one of our ﬂagship ales.
Because of the British malt it is not very pale, but the rich ﬂavor matches the color
beautifully. ABV 5.6%

BLOOD THIRST WHEAT - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER*

Blood Thirst is citrusy and supremely refreshing with ﬂoral notes thanks to Sicilian blood
orange zest added to the brew kettle, with puree added during and after fermentation.
ABV 5.0%

UNCLE STEWART SUPER SAISON - 6.50 PINT,16.00 GROWLER*

BOTTLED BEER
BUDWEISER - 4.25
BUD LIGHT - 4.25
MILLER LITE - 4.25
COORS LIGHT - 4.25
O'DOULS (NA) - 4.25
YUENGLING - 4.75
GUINNESS - 5.75
ANGRY ORCHARD
CIDER - 5.00

This Saison is a boozy but accessible Belgian ale that melds fruity and complex
spicy aromas with a smooth, well rounded texture. ABV 8.1%

SAMPLE FLIGHTS

RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER*

PICK ANY THREE OR SIX
BEERS WE HAVE AVAILABLE
(5 OZ EACH)

The ﬁrst time we brewed the RIS, we didn't think we'd get all the grain in the mash tun.
The result is a roasted fruity beer you'll be tempted to eat with a spoon. ABV 7.6%

BLUEBERRY BIKE IPA - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER*

After brewing almost 50 batches of Blurry Bike IPA, guests would occasionally glance at
the tap handle and order a 'blueberry' bike. We ﬁgured it couldn't hurt to try such a
concoction. The result is still more IPA than fruit beer. The hint of blueberries in the
ﬂavor and aroma add a refreshing complexity to the citrus notes from the Columbus
hops. ABV 6.3%

SMASH 2K - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER*

For our 2000th batch of beer, we showcased ingredients that have served us well for
the last quarter century. The single malt is the biscuity British Pale Ale Malt, while the
single hop is the grapefruity Centennial Hop. Our house yeast is the reliable workhorse
of our brewery and contributed a hint of fruity esters and a clean ﬁnish. ABV 5.1%

POINT OF ORIGIN - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER*

Brewed exclusively for the Origins Game Fair, this Belgian Golden Ale is hard
to beat as a thirst quencher. ABV 7.6%

TOUR DE HOPS - 7.00 TULIP, 18.00 GROWLER*

Our experimental IPA features different hops in each iteration.Varying combinations of
citrus, pine, tropical fruit, and spicy hop ﬂavors are almost balanced by rich British malt,
American oats and a not so sneaky sensation of peppery alcohol. Enjoy the tour!
ABV 8.7%

HOPTOBERFEST - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER*

A classic Oktoberfest malt bill brewed with an abundance of Australian Galaxy hops.
ABV 6.0%

*GROWLERS ARE TO GO ONLY

THREE SAMPLES - 7.00
SIX SAMPLES - 13.00

CASK-CONDITIONED ALE
TOUR DE HOPS WITH
CASCADE, CENTENNIAL,
AND COLUMBUS HOPS

